**Just Enough Learns**

Justenoughlearns.org is our online learning platform that compliments our workshops on modern slavery and radicalisation, as well as others. It has been designed to be easy, fast, useful and of course fun!

This is a fab little space where teachers can access all of our lesson plans, great interviews with some of the movers & shakers of our world, research on the difficult topics we cover, including modern slavery and radicalisation and access to safeguarding support.

You can also visit our "Worry Tank" where you can let us know of any concerns or topics which can be difficult to tackle in schools. Our aim is to put your worries into our Just Enough Machine where they may be turned into fun & imaginative workshops or lesson plans, easily digestible for children and teachers alike. All this and more is available to your school for just £30 a year! We hope you love it as much as we do!

0300 999 1807
www.justenoughlearns.org